Workshop
8 March 2022
Faculty of Humanities and Social Science, Sveučilišna avenija 4, room 412

**Moral Equality**
Keynote speaker

**Corinna Mieth**
(University of Bochum, Germany)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10.00-11.30| Corinna Mieth (University Bochum)
*Blind Spots in the Formula of Humanity: What Does It Mean Not to Treat Someone as an End?*
| 11.30-11.40| Coffee break                                                                     |
| 11.40-12.30| Kristina Lekić Barunčić (University of Rijeka)
*The Extension of the Rawlsian Conception of Justice: The Case of Mild Autism*
| 12.30-12.40| Coffee break                                                                     |
| 12.40-13.30| Iva Martinić (University of Rijeka)
*Public Reason and Species Integrity. A Contractualist Reply*
| 13.30-14.30| Lunch                                                                            |
| 14.30-15.20| Aleksandar Šušnjar (University of Rijeka)
*Making the Case for Civic Friendship as a Hybrid Epistemic and Moral Virtue*
| 15.20-15.30| Coffee break                                                                     |
| 15.30-16.20| Mia Biturajac
*Should Harm in Psychiatry Be Publicly Justified?*
| 16.20-16.30| Coffee break                                                                     |
| 16.30-17.20| Luca Malatesti, Iris Vidmar Jovanović (University of Rijeka)
*A narrative approach to the moral landscape in antisocial personalities: a philosophical analysis*
| 17.20-17.30| Coffee break                                                                     |
| 17.30-18.20| Elvio Baccarini; Ivan Cerovac (University of Rijeka)
*On the Public Role of Science and Values in Public Decision-Making*

The event is an outcome of the project Public Justification and Capability Pluralism (JOPS), funded by the Croatian Science Foundation

(Grant Number: IP-2020-02-8073)

Organisation: Elvio Baccarini, Kristina Lekić Barunčić, Iva Martinić